
ultimately produced disastrous results,”
says Dr. Torrey. Witnessing increasing
homelessness, incarcerations, victimiza-
tion, and incidents of violence among
people with untreated severe mental
illness, Dr. Torrey became a strong voice
for reform long before the Treatment
Advocacy Center was formed.

People with untreated severe
mental illness are the most obvious
victims of our broken mental health
system. The magnitude of personal
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Ten Years of Progress, More to Come
n the fall of 1998, most of the
country had not heard the names
Kendra Webdale or Laura Wilcox.

Students at Virginia Tech were known
mainly as vocal fans of their football
team. This would change. Preventable
tragedies involving these people even-
tually became a focal point for reform-
ing state treatment laws.

Ten years ago,
there was no
national organiza-
tion uniquely dedi-
cated to advocating
for improved treat-
ment laws and
assisted outpatient
treatment. The
Treatment Advocacy
Center (TAC) was
created to fill that void. Initially started
as part of the National Alliance for the
Mentally Ill, TAC was officially formed
as an independent organization in 1998
and quickly grew to become a strong
and influential force for changing state
treatment laws and practices.

Today, TAC looks back on a strong
track record of success. Since TAC was
formed, eighteen states have made
important changes to their treatment
laws. Numerous states have adopted
assisted outpatient programs. TAC has

assisted local communities in
implementing assisted outpa-
tient treatment programs. And
thousands of families have
received practical guidance
from TAC so that they could
find needed help and resources
for a loved one struggling with
severe mental illness.

“A decade ago, there was
reluctance-almost fear-to talk
about assisted outpatient treat-
ment for people with severe
mental illness,” says TAC
founder Dr. E. Fuller Torrey. “That
thinking has changed as the
Treatment Advocacy Center has
changed the terms of the debate.”

The vision for forming the
Treatment Advocacy Center was born
out of Dr. Torrey’s compassionate work
with people with severe mental illness
and his recognition of the impact of
deinstitutionalization. “The policy of the
1950’s and 60’s to move people out of
mental hospitals and into the commu-
nity began with noble intentions but

ince 1999, thousands of New
Yorkers with severe mental
illnesses have benefitted from

Kendra’s Law. The path of this law
shows how advocacy can produce
genuine reform.

The push for Kendra’s Law began
after Kendra Webdale was suddenly
thrown from a platform and onto
the tracks in front of an incoming
New York City subway train. When

the tragedy struck in January 1999,
the Treatment Advocacy Center, then
just a few months old, quickly mobi-
lized into action.

The case instantly drew wide-
spread local and national attention.
The man who pushed her, Andrew
Goldstein, suffered from untreated
schizophrenia. The investigation
revealed that Goldstein had been
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and family tragedies brought about by
deinstitutionalization and poor treat-
ment laws is enormous. Today, 200,000
people with severe mental illness live
among our homeless. Another 280,000
languish in prisons and jails. Each year,
over 5,000 people with severe mental
illness lose their lives through suicide.

Sadly, it often takes a terrible
tragedy to prompt reform. A few
months after TAC was established, the
paths of two very different lives collid-
ed in a subway station in New York
City. Andrew Goldstein, a lonely yet
once promising student with untreat-
ed schizophrenia, had fallen through
the cracks of a system that did not
hear his cries for help. One gloomy
January night, he encountered Kendra
Webdale, a bright, zestful person just
starting to carve out her life in the big
city. In a second, these lives were for-
ever altered when Goldstein pushed
Kendra Webdale off the platform and
onto the tracks where an incoming
train abruptly ended her life.

“The outpouring of support to
improve treatment laws in New York
was almost instant,” recalls Jonathan
Stanley, longtime Treatment Advocacy
Center attorney and current board
member. Stanley was instrumental in
spearheading reforms in New York and
numerous other states. “Kendra’s Law
now lives as a tribute to our progress
and as an important reminder that
there is more work to be done.”

Kendra’s Law wound its way
through the New York state legislature
with the strong support of Governor
George Pataki and advocates throughout

the state.The law makes assisted outpa-
tient treatment much more widely avail-
able to people in New York. No longer
must a person who is lost to severe
mental illness be found to present an
imminent danger to self or others in
order to receive assisted treatment.

“Kendra’s Law is a template for
change,” says Treatment Advocacy
Center executive director Kurt
Entsminger. “Together with the
Treatment Advocacy Center’s Model
Law for Assisted Treatment, it serves as
a logical starting point for a state to
reform treatment laws.” Treatment
Advocacy Center attorneys drafted
the Model Law for Assisted Treatment in
2000 to promote standards that would
allow for earlier and more effective
intervention for the sickest of the sick.

Again, it was a well publicized
tragedy in 2001 that prompted California
to make major changes to its treat-
ment laws. In 2002, California enacted
Laura’s Law, named after Laura Wilcox
who was shot and killed by a person
with severe mental illness. Laura’s Law
is similar to Kendra’s Law but leaves
it up to each California county to
pass a resolution and to secure new
resources to implement an Assisted
Outpatient Treatment program.

Several years before the death of
Laura Wilcox, dedicated advocates
such as Carla Jacobs had begun impor-
tant efforts to reform the archaic provi-
sions of California’s Lanterman-Petris-
Short Act (“LPS”). “There are plenty of
good reasons to reform bad treatment
laws,” says TAC executive director Kurt
Entsminger. “It is a shame that it too
often takes a terrible tragedy like the
one involving Laura Wilcox to finally
persuade lawmakers to act.”

On April 16, 2007, another terrible
tragedy awakened Virginia policy mak-
ers to the need for treatment law
reform. On a cold and overcast morn-
ing, Cho Seung-Hui opened fire on the
Virginia Tech campus, killing 33 peo-
ple, including himself. Cho had slipped
though the cracks of a broken system
that failed to procure needed treat-
ment before he became deadly to him-
self and many others. Even after the
Virginia Tech tragedy, Virginia was only
willing to make incremental changes
to its strict “imminent danger” treat-
ment standard.

In the meantime, strong reforms
of treatment standards have occurred
in Illinois, Idaho, and Louisiana over
the past two years. The Treatment
Advocacy networks with local advo-
cates, provides valuable technical
assistance, and pursues aggressive
media strategies to facilitate legislative
progress. The Treatment Advocacy
Center operates on a budget of under
$1,000,000 and employs 9 professional
staff members.

The Treatment Advocacy Center
remains poised to spearhead more
legal reforms and to promote improved
treatment practices over the next
decade. Eight states still have no
assisted outpatient treatment. Nearly
half of all states still require imminent
dangerousness as an intervention
standard. And even among many
states that have enacted good treat-
ment laws, effective implementation
has not yet occurred.

“We know there remains much
work to be done, but we are confident
that our efforts will bring important
new reforms in the years to come,”
says Entsminger.
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Kendra’s Law
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

repeatedly released from hospitaliza-
tion with nothing more than instruc-
tions to take his anti-psychotic med-
ications — something he refused to do.

Shortly after Kendra Webdale
was killed, two more tragedies involv-
ing people with untreated serious
mental illness followed. Momentum
for legislative change grew. TAC
worked to educate New York elected
officials, and advocates put a plan
in place to prevent future tragedies.

“The window for change was
open and it provided TAC the opportu-
nity to seize the debate and put for-
ward some new ideas,” said D.J. Jaffe,
a board member and long-time New
York advocate for improved treatment
of mental illness. “Kendra’s Law is
both a tribute to Kendra’s life and to
the work of dedicated advocates who
ensured she did not die in vein.”

The plan mounted by TAC mobi-
lized grass roots support for change,
focused media attention on solutions to
prevent future tragedies, and had advo-
cates work directly with policy makers
on developing a legislative solution.

Working directly with the New
York Attorney General, TAC helped to
draft the initial version of Kendra’s Law.
Assisted Outpatient Treatment (AOT)
provided under this new law aimed to
help people with severe mental disor-
ders who had a history of non-compli-
ance with treatment and who, in the
absence of treatment, were likely to
deteriorate to a point of dangerousness.

By May of that year, another bill
emerged. While opponents to change

attempted to use differences to divide
and conquer support, TAC and its net-
work of advocates stood steadfast.

The effort was boosted by the
direct support of the Webdale family.
Working closely with TAC advocates,
the Webdales kept pressure on then
Governor George Pataki to move
the legislation that year. By August,
Governor Pataki was able to announce
a compromise and Kendra’s Law sped
through the state Senate and Assembly
passing by wide margins. AOT became
a reality in the Empire State.

Now each year, approximately
750 assisted outpatient orders are
issued in New York. AOT treatment
plans are developed in cooperation
with patients and treating physicians
and put in place by the court. The
treatment plan may include medica-
tion, therapy, day programs, super-
vised living, substance abuse treat-
ment, and other services that may
help to prevent a relapse.

A 2005 study released by the New
York Office of Mental Health showed

remarkable improvement for people
who underwent Assisted Outpatient
Treatment during the first five years of
the program. When compared to their
experience prior to participation in the
New York program, recipients experi-
enced 74 percent less homelessness,
77 percent less hospitalizations, 83
percent less arrests, and 87 percent
less incarcerations.

AOT has substantially improved
the lives of participants. After being
part of a an AOT program, recipients
have experienced far fewer suicide
attempts, less drug and alcohol abuse,
and less violence. Medication compli-
ance has more than doubled.

AOT also saves New York
resources by reducing costs of other
more expensive services. AOT substan-
tially reduced the number of days that
a person with a severe mental illness
undergoes inpatient care.

What began as a vision of advo-
cates is now showing its value at a
success story and a model for other
states to follow.

“The window for change was open and it provided
TAC the opportunity to seize the debate and put
forward some new ideas. Kendra’s Law is both a
tribute to her life and to the work of dedicated
advocates who ensured she did not die in vein.”

— D.J. Jaffe, TAC board member
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Today, we are very privileged
to interview the founder of the
Treatment Advocacy Center,
Dr. E. Fuller Torrey. 
Q: LOOKING BACK AT THE FIRST 10 YEARS OF WORK BY THE
TREATMENT ADVOCACY CENTER, WHAT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
GIVE YOU THE GREATEST SATISFACTION? 

TAC has accomplished much more in its first 10 years
than I had anticipated. We have successfully helped modify
laws in 18 states, thereby increasing the treatment of seri-
ously mentally ill individuals who do not realize they are
sick. Perhaps even more important is the fact that TAC has
become a national clearinghouse at the state and local lev-
els for linking individuals who want to work to improve the
treatment system. A good example is the coalition TAC
helped set up through the Florida Sheriff’s Association to
change treatment laws in that state.

Q: OVER THE YEARS, YOU HAVE STOOD UP TO SOME STRONG
INTERESTS AND YOU HAVE SOMETIMES TAKEN UNPOPULAR
POSITIONS. WERE THERE EVER TIMES WHEN YOU FELT LIKE
THE LONE VOICE CRYING IN THE WILDERNESS? 

Fortunately, there have always been a few other
wolves among my psychiatric peers — people like
Richard Lamb, Jeffrey Geller, Darold Treffert, Roger Peele,
and John Talbot. And I have always received much support
from families and some of those affected, which has
been more important to me than the approval of the
psychiatric establishment.

Q: YOUR MOST RECENT BOOK, THE INSANITY OFFENSE,
IS RECEIVING A LOT OF POSITIVE RESPONSE. DO YOU
CONSIDER THIS AMONG ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
BOOKS YOU HAVE WRITTEN? 

I hope it will be, but it is difficult to assess the impor-
tance of a book except in retrospect. For example, Surviving
Schizophrenia, which is now in its 5th edition, was initially
rejected by 10 publishers because they said nobody would
buy it. Successful books depend a lot on timing. With The
Insanity Offense, I hope that enough people will realize that
the psychiatric care system is completely broken.

Q: SOME PEOPLE SAY YOU ARE A MODERN RENAISSANCE MAN.
YOU HAVE WRITTEN OVER 30 BOOKS, YOU CONTINUE
TO PERFORM GROUNDBREAKING RESEARCH, AND YOU ARE
ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN RUNNING TWO MAJOR NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS. CAN YOU SHARE YOUR SECRET? WHERE
DO YOU FIND THE ENERGY AND TIME TO ACCOMPLISH ALL
THAT YOU DO? 

I work long hours, but a lot of my efforts come from
being well organized. In my research office and home
office, I have over 60 file drawers with files that go back to
the 1970s that I keep updated. But the real secret of getting
a lot done is to have one good beer (i.e., not Budweiser)
each day.

4
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Q: SOME PEOPLE WONDER HOW SOMEONE WHO IS SO
PRODUCTIVE CAN EVER FIND TIME TO PURSUE PERSONAL
INTERESTS OR JUST RELAX. HOW DO YOU FIND THAT TIME,
AND HOW DO YOU USE IT? 

Without recreation, one burns out quickly. I try to go
to a movie or concert/opera each week. I also follow sports
closely and regularly go to games, especially hockey, tennis,
and lacrosse. My wife and I also have both river and sea
kayaks, which we enjoy.

Q: MOST PEOPLE MAY NOT REALIZE THAT YOU ARE A BIG
HOCKEY FAN. IN FACT, IT WAS NOT TOO LONG AGO THAT
YOU HUNG UP YOUR OWN GEAR. HOW DID YOUR LOVE FOR
HOCKEY BEGIN?

I played from early childhood until age 61, when
I had to retire because of arthritis. I grew up in a hockey-
crazy town in upstate New York. The girls in town were
partial to hockey players, so we boys had a great incentive
to take up the game.

Q: THE OLD ADAGE IS THAT BEHIND EVERY SUCCESSFUL
MAN THERE IS A VERY GOOD WOMAN. CAN YOU SHARE WHAT
INFLUENCE YOUR WIFE, BARBARA, HAS HAD ON YOUR WORK
OVER THE YEARS? 

My wife of 40-plus years has been a huge part of my
success. She has always understood the importance of my
work and been sympathetic to the time I spend on it. Her
interest has been most recently demonstrated by her
becoming a member of the TAC board.

Q: YOU ARE A GRANDFATHER. DO YOU ENJOY THAT ROLE,
AND WHAT IS YOUR GREATEST HOPE FOR THE WORLD YOUR
GRANDCHILDREN WILL GROW UP INTO? 

Having grandchildren is one of the greatest gratifica-
tions in life. I would hope that my grandchildren, now 8 and
11, will grow up in a world where young people never again
have to be threatened by diseases such as schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder.

Q: AS YOU LOOK BACK ON ALL THAT YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED
OVER YOUR CAREER AS A PSYCHIATRIST, SOCIAL COMMENTATOR,
AND RESEARCHER, IS THERE ANY ONE CONTRIBUTION THAT YOU
HAVE MADE FOR WHICH YOU ARE MOST PROUD? 

I am proudest of two accomplishments. One is the
research I have done, and continue to do, on infectious
agents as a possible cause of most cases of schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder. I think this research will provide us
with better treatments and ultimately prevention of these
diseases. The other is what I have done to increase public
awareness of the abysmal failure of our treatment system
for individuals with severe psychiatric disorders. For no
other disease would we allow so many of those suffering to
end up homeless, victimized, and incarcerated. It is a black
mark on the psychiatric profession, and on society in gen-
eral, that we have allowed this to happen.

THANK YOU, DR. TORREY, FOR SHARING WITH US, AND THANK
YOU FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE TO HELP PEOPLE STRUGGLING
WITH SEVERE MENTAL ILLNESS.

Stanley Medical Research Institute Update
By E. Fuller Torrey, M.D.

Stanley Medical Research Institute (SMRI) has increased its support of the
identification of new medications for the treatment of schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder. Presently, SMRI is supporting 90 treatment trials. Almost all of the
medications being supported are generic or are used for other diseases; thus,
pharmaceutical companies are very unlikely to support such trials.

For example, allopurinol has been used to treat gout for almost a century,
but it has some chemical characteristics that suggest that it might be useful for
treating schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. SMRI is currently supporting trials
of allopurinol as an add-on medication for both of these disorders. Another
example is mirtazapine, an antidepressant originally sold as Remeron. It is now
generic, so the company that originally marketed it no longer has any interest in
developing it. In three small trials, two of which were supported by SMRI, mir-
tazapine appeared to improve the symptoms, especially the negative symptoms,
of individuals with schizophrenia. SMRI is therefore about to undertake a much
larger, multi-site study in England, Finland, Israel, and China to definitively estab-
lish whether this drug should be widely used. Hopefully, out of such studies will
emerge additional treatments for both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.

Dr. Torrey continues to serves as Executive Director of SMRI where he oversees groundbreaking
research on the causes of, and treatment for, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.

In three small
trials, two of
which were
supported
by SMRI,
mirtazapine
appeared to
improve the
symptoms,
especially
the negative
symptoms, of
individuals with
schizophrenia.



The Treatment Advocacy Center continues to restore
reason to treating mental illness by reforming key laws and
implementing better treatment practices across the nation.
Since 1998, the Treatment Advocacy Center has spearheaded
improvements to mental illness treatment laws and practices
in more than eighteen states. 

Some states made extraordinary reforms to their laws
by adopting assisted outpatient treatment. New York led the
way with the adoption of Kendra’s Law in 1999. For more
details about Kendra’s law see coverage on pp.1-3. Other
states made key changes to adopt “need for treatment” as
an appropriate standard for allowing assisted treatment. Some
states updated their laws to include provisions like better
emergency evaluation criteria, consideration of prior treatment
history, and clarification of existing assisted outpatient treat-
ment laws. Other states made small but important changes.

With technical assistance from Treatment Advocacy
Center’s experts, more community mental health agencies
are implementing these improved laws to ensure that the
most severely ill in their communities receive the treatment
they need. AOT programs are being developed across the
nation, and the Treatment Advocacy Center is working hard
to define and promote best practices for all communities that
implement these programs. 

As a result of these efforts, thousands of people with
severe mental illnesses have been spared becoming home-
less, incarcerated, suicidal, victimized, or prone to violent
episodes. Families that were once frustrated in their efforts
to get treatment for a loved one are finally finding the practi-
cal help they have long sought.

The following pages highlight some of those victories. 
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“Why should we not, under a
high degree of protection, make
[decisions] for the unaware
mentally ill rather than leave
them living lives on the edge
of existence — especially now
that an array of new medicines
makes treatment so much
more effective?”

— Reno Gazette-Journal, Dec. 13, 2000

Wyoming
In March 1999, Wyoming became the fortieth

state to allow assisted outpatient treatment and one
of only a handful with a true need for treatment

standard for both inpatient and outpatient assisted
treatment. The state expanded its statutory definition of

dangerousness to consider the probability of a person’s destabilization.
The revised Wyoming law allows assisted treatment for people with
severe mental illness who evidences a substantial probability of “seri-
ous mental debilitation, destabilization from lack of or refusal to take
prescribed psychotropic medications for a diagnosed condition…”

Tying assisted care to the need for treatment as opposed to a
showing of imminent danger is a progressive and compassionate
reform. As a result of this new standard, many persons with severe
mental illness in Wyoming do not have to wait for a tragedy or near
tragedy to received needed help.



Nevada
In April and May 1999, the Governor

signed bills that allow for the considera-
tion of past history in assisted treatment

decisions and created a mechanism to
return individuals on conditional release to

the hospital. While the bills are an improvement, the state
has not yet adopted assisted outpatient treatment.

South Dakota
In February 2000, South Dakota

became a pioneer in promoting positive
treatment standards by allowing courts to

consider a person’s past treatment history.
That same year, the Supreme Court of South

Dakota upheld a lower court decision ordering involuntary
medication. In Steinkruger v. Miller, the Court ruled constitu-
tional the state statute allowing involuntary treatment of
incompetent, involuntarily committed patients. The Court
also recognized that, “South Dakota has a strong parens
patriae interest in caring for mentally ill persons and psy-
chotropics retain a vital place in mental health treatment.
It would be cruel forbearance to allow incompetents to
reject senselessly the medicine necessary to restore their
mental health.”

Washington
In April 2001, Washington updated

its civil commitment laws to require
that great evidentiary weight be given

to a prior history of decompensation and
discontinuation of treatment. This statutory

acknowledgement that medical history is critical has assist-
ed judicial officers in making better informed determina-
tions as to whether court-ordered treatment is necessary.

Montana
In April 2001, state lawmakers clari-

fied assisted outpatient treatment and
other treatment provisions in the state’s
outdated mental health code. Senate Bill

466 was sponsored by Senator Mignon
Waterman and received overwhelming

approval by both the senate (47 to 1 on second reading) and
the house (99 to 1 on second reading).

West Virginia
Governor Manchin signed a bill in

May, 2005 to create a pilot AOT program
in West Virginia. The bill also allows the

emergency hospitalization of individuals
in need of care for a short period of time prior

to a probable cause hearing — a practice common in almost
all other states. Four years earlier, the state passed legisla-
tion that revised the treatment standard, created voluntary
treatment agreements, and included consideration of previ-
ous history at civil commitment hearings.

Minnesota
NAMI Minnesota recently issued

a guide, Understanding the Minnesota Civil
Commitment Process. In addition to provid-

ing helpful information about resources
and the legal process, the guide includes

the June 2001 revisions to the state mental health code.
The reformed treatment standard included language to
provide treatment for those who need it in order to prevent
deterioration. The champions of the reform included NAMI
Minnesota, former state Senator John Milton, and state
Representative Mindy Greiling. Representative Greiling
shared her personal experiences and frustration in getting
her own family member treatment in interviews in both
local and national media. Her voice was loud and powerful.

“South Dakota has a strong parens
patriae interest in caring for mentally
ill persons and psychotropics retain a
vital place in mental health treatment.
It would be cruel forbearance to allow
incompetents to reject senselessly the
medicine necessary to restore their
mental health.”

— South Dakota Supreme Court

I cannot emphasize enough. My deep
thanks and gratitude to you both and
the T.A.C. for all your wonderful help
and information, without which we
could not have succeeded. The model
act was a godsend, Mary’s expert
testimony, all the calls & faxes with
rescue information were exactly what
we needed when we needed them.”

— Minn. State Representative Mindy Greiling
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Wisconsin
In 2002, Treatment Advocacy Center

attorneys joined the effort to successfully
rebuff a constitutional challenge to

Wisconsin’s progressive mental illness
treatment standard. This standard remains

one of the nation’s most progressive treatment criteria.
The Treatment Advocacy Center filed an amicus brief and
provided oral argument before the state’s highest court.

On July 12, 2002, the Wisconsin Supreme Court
unanimously ruled the state’s “Fifth Standard” constitution-
al. In State vs. Dennis H., 647 N.W.2d 851, the Court found
that those meeting Wisconsin’s Fifth Standard are in a con-
dition that constitutes “dangerousness” under both the U.S.
and Wisconsin Constitutions. But, the Court’s definition of
what is dangerous fell soundly within the realm of what
most would call “need for treatment.”

California
Efforts to change the strict commit-

ment laws in California began in 1999,
under the leadership of Assemblywoman

Helen Thomson and the California
Treatment Advocacy Coalition. These result-

ed in the passage of AB 1424 (October 4, 2001) and AB 1421,
(September 28, 2002). Assemblywoman Thomson renamed
the latter legislation Laura’s Law after 19-year-old Laura
Wilcox who was tragically killed by a person with severe
mental illness.

Both of these laws improve many aspects of the civil
commitment laws in California, but neither is a panacea.
AB 1424 requires courts making commitment determina-
tions to consider past psychiatric history and family input.
Unbelievably, most courts had previously refused to exam-
ine such evidence. Laura’s Law provides for court-ordered
outpatient treatment for those who are in a crisis or recov-
ering from a crisis caused by mental illness and for whom
voluntary services are not working.

Fashioned after New York’s proven Kendra’s Law,
Laura’s Law makes assisted outpatient treatment (AOT)
available in California. A progressive eligibility standard
allows programs created under Laura’s Law to help people
who are vitally in need of care but who do not meet
California’s restrictive dangerousness threshold for inpa-
tient hospitalization

Currently, AOT can only be used in California if a
county’s board of supervisors enacts a resolution to imple-
ment and independently fund a discrete Laura’s Law pro-
gram. Nevada County, where Laura Wilcox lived, is one of
only two counties in California taking advantage of the law.
Los Angeles County runs a small pilot program which has
been successfully helping some of that county’s people in
crisis because of a severe mental illness.

To implement Laura’s Law at the county level, the
Board of Supervisors must find that no voluntary mental
health program will be reduced as a result of adopting
Laura’s Law. Nevada County’s new AOT program proves that
Laura’s Law can be adopted and that funds exist to pay for
it. The focus of California advocates today is to bring Laura’s
Law to California one county at a time. A host of resources
on getting a California county to implement Laura’s Law
can be found at www.lauraslaw.net.

There is a rational basis for
distinguishing between a
mentally ill person who
retains the capacity to make
an informed decision about
medication or treatment and
one who lacks such capacity.
The latter is helpless, by
virtue of an inability to choose
medication or treatment, to
avoid the harm associated with
the deteriorating condition.

— Wisconsin Supreme Court in
Dennis H., ruling that the

“Fifth Standard” is constitutional



even years ago, our daughter,
Laura, was at work at
California’s Nevada County

Behavioral Health clinic. A client
appeared for a scheduled appoint-
ment. Without warning or provocation,
he drew a handgun and shot Laura
four times. When the rampage at the
clinic and at a nearby restaurant
ended, Laura and two others lay dead,
and three were injured.

We got involved in advocacy
efforts because we had a sense there
was something terribly wrong with
America’s mental health care delivery
system. We continue our efforts in her
memory because Laura would expect
nothing less.

Laura had extraordinary capabili-
ties, kindness, and spirit. She was an
outstanding student, graduating as
high school valedictorian, and was, at
the time of her death, a sophomore at
Haverford College and in the midst of
her campaign for the student body
presidency. Laura was extremely
organized, disciplined and motivated;
she had boundless energy. She lived
her life fully as she danced through
her days, easily juggling academics,
student council, service work, piano,
ballet, and long distance running.
Laura cared about the welfare of chil-
dren and her extracurricular activities
reflected that concern. At age nine-
teen, Laura was already living a life
full of service; she wanted to make a
positive difference in the world...she
had unlimited possibilities and the
brightest of prospects.

Laura believed deeply in the need
to treat all individuals with respect,

including the mentally ill. She was
preparing to dedicate herself to a life
of social service, grounded in social
justice and nonviolence. Her daily life
was witness to her beliefs, as she
touched and inspired the lives of those
around her. Though coming from a
rural Nevada County background, she
was in training to become a citizen of
the world.

She was at the Nevada clinic that
day because she wanted to help.

Scott Thorpe was a long-term
client of the clinic. He was suffering
from severe paranoid schizophrenia.
He had no insight into his condition
and he refused to take the medica-
tions his psychiatrist recommended.
There was no program in place to keep
track of him and respond to his deteri-
orating condition.

We have since learned that Scott
Thorpe’s family was very concerned
about his condition and were making
frantic calls to the clinic seeking inter-
vention. For privacy reasons, most
calls were not returned. In the one call
that did get through, Thorpe’s sister-
in-law was told that if she did not like
the situation then she should change
the law. This we have tried to do.

California now has Laura’s Law,
which has the ability to bring help to
people like Scott Thorpe and people
like him lacking the insight and
awareness they have a disease and
need treatment. Unfortunately, Laura’s
Law has not reached its full potential.
The legislature left it up to the coun-
ties to decide if they would implement
Laura’s Law. Every county has reasons,
not enough money, other priorities,
fear of lawsuits, and other things keep
getting in the way. For all these and
other reasons, the excuses for another
tragedy in the making remain.

The time for excuses has expired.
We have a wish and a hope. Let Laura’s
Law reach its full potential. Laura
didn’t have the chance. Her life was
cut short. Now, before March 5 —
Laura’s birthday — is the time for
every county in California to put
Laura’s Law in place. She would hope,
and expect, nothing less.

Laura Wilcox, 1981-2001

By Nick and Amanda Wilcox

S

We got involved in advocacy efforts because we
had a sense there was something terribly wrong
with America’s mental health care delivery
system. We continue our efforts in her memory
because Laura would expect nothing less.

— Nick and Amanda Wilcox
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Maryland
NAMI Maryland was successful in

passing a bill to reform the state’s emer-
gency evaluation procedures. The new law

eliminated the previous requirement that
dangerousness must be “clear and imminent”

before a court may order an emergency evaluation. The law
went into effect on October 1, 2003. NAMI Maryland then
took the reforms a step further - creating a brochure to help
explain how the state’s civil commitment law operates to
help someone who is in a psychiatric crisis.

Illinois
In June 2008, a new and much

improved treatment standard took effect
in Illinois. The new law allows earlier

intervention for people with incapacitating
symptoms of illnesses like schizophrenia and

bipolar disorder. This standard also makes it much easier to
use assisted outpatient treatment.

“This measure opens far wider the door to needed
treatment for a small group of people who are extremely
ill,” said Jonathan Stanley, Treatment Advocacy Center’s for-
mer Deputy Executive Director of Advocacy and current
board member. Stanley worked alongside of many local
advocates to fight for this new standard.

Senator Dale Righter, the bill sponsor, credited family
member Karen Gherardini for first bringing the legislation
to his attention and subsequently into law. “Karen has
struggled for years to help a loved one receive appropriate
help and treatment. Karen’s perseverance, persistence and
dedication to this issue, in addition to the support of so
many other families who have loved ones that suffer from
a mental illness, have finally paid off.”

Utah
Governor Leavitt signed the

Susan Gall Involuntary Commitment
Amendments into law on March 24, 2003.

Susan Gall was killed in 2002 by her son,
Leonard Gall, who suffered from untreated

severe mental illness.
The members of NAMI Utah, led by then executive

director Vicki Cottrell, were great advocates for the bill.
The law improved the standard for intervention by drop-
ping the “imminence” requirement and by defining danger
to include the serious risk of “serious bodily injury.” This
new term was in turn defined to include the substantial
risk of “protracted loss or impairment of the function of a
bodily member, organ, or mental faculty.” Another positive
change to Utah’s mental health laws required courts to
consider historical information.

North Dakota
The successful efforts in 2003 to

improve North Dakota’s treatment law
proved that one person can truly make

a difference. When Sheree Spear first con-
tacted the Treatment Advocacy Center about

changing her state’s treatment law, a reasonable assess-
ment was made that the proposed reform most likely
would take several years. Sheree, however, refused to
accept this assessment. Her response was: “We cannot
wait — the law needs to change now!”

With steadfast determination, Sheree took her first
walks in the halls of the state capitol, met with key legisla-
tors, and coordinated with advocates from the Treatment
Advocacy Center to review legislative proposals and to pro-
vide expert testimony at committee hearings.

As a direct result of these dedicated efforts, the North
Dakota state legislature enacted key reforms later in 2003
to include a more progressive treatment standard.

“I will always be indebted to [TAC] for
helping move legislation through in
ND. They were amazing, and what
TAC does is so absolutely critical.”

— Sheree Spear, family member
and grassroots advocate

Who initiated
treatment law

reforms during
the last decade?
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Florida 
On July 8, 1998, a 13-hour standoff

in Seminole County, Florida involving a
man with history of severe mental illness

resulted in the deaths of Deputy Sheriff
Gene Gregory and that man, Alan Singletary.

In an effort to not let those deaths be in vain, Seminole
County Sheriff Eslinger created a Mental Health Task Force
to advocate for reforms in mental health and substance
abuse services and laws.

Linda Gregory, the widow of Deputy Gregory, and
Alice Petree, the sister of Alan Singletary, formed a surpris-
ing and remarkable partnership and joined Sheriff Eslinger,
the task force, and other community groups and stakehold-
ers to increase awareness of the need for treatment of
mental illnesses. The efforts of these advocates and the
community network they helped to create resulted in
beneficial programs such as jail diversion, forensic treat-
ment programs, mental health screening at a county
correctional facility, funding for a detox receiving facility,
a voluntary identification program, and law enforcement
crisis intervention teams.

The Treatment Advocacy Center supported these
advocates and the Florida Sheriffs Association as they
devoted four years tirelessly working for treatment law
reforms. Representative David Simmons and Senator
Durell Peaden sponsored the bill to update the state’s
mental health treatment law, known as the Baker Act.
In the 2004 session, the legislature overwhelmingly passed
SB700 which authorized assisted outpatient treatment
(called “involuntary outpatient placement”). When
Governor Jeb Bush signed the bill into law on June 30, 2004,
Florida became the 42nd state to make assisted outpatient
treatment available.

For their dedication and tenacity, Sheriff Eslinger,
Linda Gregory, and Alice Petree received the 2005 Torrey
Advocacy Commendation. Additionally, this unlikely
team of reformers was honored by the State of Florida.
On May 4, 2005 the state House of Representatives adopted
House Resolution (HR 9205) which read, in part, “Sheriff
Donald Eslinger, Linda Gregory, and Alice Petree are recog-

nized for their successful advocacy in honor of Deputy
Sheriff Gene Gregory and Alan Singletary and all people with
severe mental illnesses who will benefit from their efforts.”

Treatment Advocacy Center staff directly assisted
the Seminole County Sheriff’s Office and the Seminole
Community Mental Health Center as they moved forward
with an 18-month pilot program to implement assisted
outpatient treatment. A program coordinator was hired,
and the program utilized existing resources and took
advantage of an excellent relationship between the
mental health center and local law enforcement.

Prior to placement in the program, most patients
had been offered community health services, but were
not actively engaged in those services nor adhering to
prescribed medications. At the end of the program, com-
plete data was available for 21 patients. Total psychiatric
hospital days and jail days were compiled for each patient
for two periods — the patient’s time in the program and
an identical length of time before the patient entered the
program. The average number of hospital days per patient
decreased 43% (from 64.0 to 36.8). The savings in hospital
costs averaged $14,463 per patient or a total of $303,728
for the 21 patients. The average number of days incarcer-
ated per patient decreased 72% (from 16.1 to 4.5). The
total cost avoided for jail inmates with medical costs
for the 21 patients was $14,455.

Linda Gregory, wife of
Deputy Sheriff Gene Gregory

Alice Petree, sister of
Alan Singletary

Patients, family members, victim’s family members,
mental health professionals, law enforcement,

legislators, an attorney general, and Governors.

Are you next?
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Michigan 
A number of groups throughout

Michigan worked with the Treatment
Advocacy Center in support of Kevin’s

Law, which went into effect on March 30,
2005. The progressive measure is named for

Kevin Heisinger, who was beaten to death in a Kalamazoo
bus station in August 2000, by Brian Williams, a man
who had untreated schizophrenia. Williams’ illness
caused him to cycle in and out of institutions and the
criminal justice system for
years. When he was in treat-
ment, he was functional, but
his condition would deterio-
rate when he would stop
taking medication.

Kevin Heisinger, 24,
was a Chicago native and a
Northwestern graduate who,
“was known by friends and
family for devoting his life
to helping those who could-
n’t help themselves.” As the
Daily Northwest pointedly
noted, “the irony of [Kevin’s] brutal murder was that
it came at the hands of one of those very people… .”
Heisinger was entering the University of Michigan’s
graduate school for social work.

Kevin’s Law allows judges to order outpatient treat-
ment for people with untreated severe mental illnesses
who meet specific criteria, including a recent history of
hospitalizations, incarcerations, or behavior dangerous
to themselves or others because of their illness.

The law was championed by Senators Tom George
and Virg Bernero (now Mayor of Lansing) and was signed
by Governor Jennifer Granholm. The legislation garnered
support from a wide range of organizations. “There are too
many people with serious mental illness whom we have
not been helping, and Kevin’s Law can change that,” stated
Mark Reinstein, President and CEO of the Mental Health
Association in Michigan. “We are worried about people who
are homeless and living under a bridge, who would never
choose that lifestyle if their brain disorder was being treat-
ed. They merit our intervention.”

Virginia
Following the Virginia Tech shoot-

ings in April 2007, more than 100 bills
promoting mental health reform were

introduced during the 2008 Virginia legisla-
tive session. The legislature eventually acted

to modify the governing standard for assisted treatment
which had previously required a person to present an
“imminent danger” to self or others. The minor changes
allow involuntarily treatment if it can be shown that, “the
person will, in the near future, cause serious physical harm
to himself or others as evidenced by recent behavior caus-
ing, attempting, or threatening harm.” This is a very modest
improvement and falls far short of the change needed to
make Virginia’s treatment laws truly progressive. “It is a
shame that even a terrible tragedy of the magnitude of
the Virginia Tech shootings was not sufficient to bring
the treatment reforms long needed in Virginia,” said TAC
executive director Kurt Entsminger.

Kevin Heisinger

!
The Treatment Advocacy Center pays special thanks to team members

whose dedicated years of service have contributed to 10 years of success:

Dr. E. Fuller Torrey Sharron Day Johnson Ann Brown
Jon Stanley Alicia Aebersold Moira Biwott

Mary Zdanowicz John Snook Valerie Rheinstein
Rosanna Esposito Stephanie Dillbeck

Until today, families had to wait until
their loved ones made a threat or
actually hurt someone before they
could get help, and then the only
option was inpatient care. Now people
can be helped earlier, and on an
outpatient basis. If the treatment is
successful, the person never needs to
reach a crisis point and hospitalization
may be altogether averted."

— Sen. Tom George, co-sponsor
of Michigan’s Kevin’s Law
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Idaho
In 2008, Idaho enacted a new law

that substantially broadens the defini-
tions of “likely to injure himself or others,”

and “gravely disabled,” the current eligibili-
ty criteria for court-ordered placement in both

inpatient and outpatient treatment. After years of advocacy
and media calls for needed reform, the Idaho legislature
finally made this important change. Not only has the new
law broadly expanded these definitions, it has made these
new criteria grounds for inpatient commitment as well as
assisted outpatient treatment. The new law took effect on
July 1, 2008 and is one of the nation’s best.

Louisiana
In the summer of 2008, The

Treatment Advocacy Center joined in
the successful legislative effort to pass

assisted outpatient treatment in Louisiana.
Treatment Advocacy Center attorneys worked

closely with a network of local advocates and helped to
educate public officials in Louisiana about underlying issues.
The passage of Nicola’s Law will allow mental health profes-
sionals to intervene in psychiatric crises at a point when a
less restrictive court-ordered outpatient treatment program is
a viable alternative to costly inpatient hospitalization. Nicola’s
Law is named after fallen police officer, Nicola Cotton, and
closely mirrors the provisions of New York’s Kendra’s Law.

Reluctance to use available laws is
usually rationalized as a defense
of civil liberties. But what kind of
freedom is it to eat from a garbage
can, as 28 percent of homeless
mentally ill people do? Or to sit in
a jail cell, screaming at the voices
assailing you?

From “Prisons and Jails Are No Place
for People With Mental Illness”

The Idaho Statesman, November 25, 2002
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STATE DATE PASSED DESCRIPTION

Louisiana June 2008 Nicola’s Law: revised assisted outpatient treatment procedures and
revised treatment standard.

Idaho April 2008 Increased options for ordering assisted outpatient treatment;
revised and combined treatment standard.

Virginia April 2008 Revised treatment standard; reforms to assisted outpatient treatment procedures.

Illinois September 2007 Revised treatment standard, no longer requires actual physical danger to self or others.

Florida April 2007 Created outpatient Baker Act pilot program in District 1.

Florida May 2005 House of Representatives passed a resolution (HR 9205) recognizing Seminole
County Sheriff Donald Eslinger, Linda Gregory, and Alice Petree.

West Virginia May 2005 Created pilot AOT program in four to six judicial circuits.

Michigan December 2004 Kevin’s Law: assisted outpatient treatment and revised treatment standard.

Florida June 2004 Baker Act Reform: assisted outpatient treatment (called “Involuntary
Outpatient Placement”) and separate progressive treatment standard.

Illinois Summer 2003 Revised treatment standard, includes consideration of prior history.

Maryland May 2003 Modified emergency evaluation criteria, “imminent” dangerousness
no longer required.

North Dakota April 2003 Revised treatment standard.

Utah March 2003 Revised treatment standard. Danger no longer need be “immediate” and includes
the risk of “protracted loss or impairment of the function of…mental faculty.”
Considers historical information.

California September 2002 Laura’s Law: assisted outpatient treatment and revised treatment standard.

Idaho March 2002 Revised treatment standard modifies “gravely disabled” from “essential needs”
to “basic needs.”

California October 2001 Consideration of prior history and mandated consideration of
family member testimony.

Wisconsin September 2001 Maintained progressive treatment standard beyond sunset date.

Minnesota June 2001 Revised treatment standard, need treatment to prevent deterioration.

West Virginia May 2001 Revised treatment standard; voluntary treatment agreement;
consideration of previous history.

Montana April 2001 Clarified assisted outpatient treatment and other provisions.

Washington April 2001 Required great weight be given to evidence of prior history of pattern
of decompensation and discontinuation of treatment.

Ontario June 2000 Brian’s Law: allows community treatment orders.

South Dakota February 2000 Revised treatment standard, considers past treatment history.

New York August 1999 Kendra’s Law: assisted outpatient treatment and revised treatment standard.

Nevada May 1999 Now considers past treatment history to determine probability of harm.

Wyoming March 1999 Revised treatment standard, now considers probability of destabilization.

Treatment Law Reforms from 1998 to 2008
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ousness as the main
criteria for providing
assisted treatment,
our model law more
reasonably proposes
a single standard for
inpatient and outpatient care that focuses on a person’s
present need for treatment. When a person with an
untreated mental illness is too sick to know he or she is
sick and is quickly deteriorating toward dangerousness,
intervention should be allowed before a dangerous crisis
or catastrophe occurs.

The success of our state by state approach to changing
treatment laws heavily depends on our network of dedicated
advocates and supporters who serve so well in each state.
You are the eyes, ears, and voices for our cause. That is why
we are diligently exploring new ways to grow and empower
local advocacy networks that will work for needed treatment
reform. Simply put, the more advocates we have in place and
the better equipped they are to serve, the greater chances we
will have to succeed in improving local treatment laws and
practices. Approximately 90% of those responding to the
recent survey agreed that developing online and other
resources to equip people to advocate more effectively was
either very important or somewhat important.

There remains much work to be done. Many states
still have woefully inadequate treatment laws and practices
in place. Among other state campaigns on our radar screen,
we look forward to seeing Laura’s Law fully implemented
in California. We will strive to see the adoption of assisted
outpatient treatment laws in states such as Maryland,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Jersey that still
do not allow this treatment option. In the meantime,
many other states are working toward important reforms
including Georgia, Tennessee, Ohio, Oklahoma, Virginia,
and Pennsylvania.

We must continue to do all that we can to restore
reason to treating of severe mental illness!

Sincerely,

Kurt Entsminger, Executive Director

To obtain free copies of the model law, please go online at
www.TreatmentAdvocacyCenter.org or call 703-294-6001

he success of a non-profit advocacy organization is
directly tied to its ability to stay true to its original
mission. When the Treatment Advocacy Center was

founded by Dr. Torrey ten years ago, our narrowly defined
mission was to improve treatment laws and practices for
people suffering from untreated severe mental illness. We
committed ourselves to eliminating barriers so that the
sickest of the sick could get assisted treatment in a timely
and effective manner. By remaining singly focused on this
goal, the Treatment Advocacy Center has helped to produce
legal reforms in 18 states and has been instrumental in
assisting many communities improve treatment practices.

Our mission and vision will not change. We look
forward to the day when the laws in all 50 states will allow
for effective and timely treatment of all people with severe
mental illnesses. We also look forward to the day when all
states are committed to supporting mental health systems
that truly value the right of people to obtain treatment over
the right to remain psychotic.

To move toward these goals, the Treatment Advocacy
Center is building a new advocacy team and developing
new strategic initiatives. We are considering many new tac-
tics and many new creative ideas. However, as we consider
new ways to accomplish our mission, we promise to keep
our eyes firmly fixed on the prize. Improving treatment
laws and practices for people with severe mental illness
remains our focus. Everything we do as an advocacy organi-
zation must continue to be measured against the mission
that Dr. Torrey helped us to establish 10 years ago.

You, our long time supporters, agree. We recently sent
out a program survey to our most loyal friends. Every per-
son who responded to this survey agreed that continuing to
advocate for improved treatment standards was very
important. Please be assured that improving state treat-
ment standards and practices remains our highest priority.

The Model Law for Assisted Treatment drafted by the
Treatment Advocacy Center in 2000 is still the gold stan-
dard for proposing needed legal reforms across the United
States. While many states still focus on imminent danger-

The Model Law for Assisted Treatment,
drafted by the Treatment Advocacy
Center in 2000, is still the gold
standard for proposing needed legal
reforms across the United States.

STATES WITHOUT AOT

Connecticut
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts

Nevada
New Jersey
New Mexico
Tennessee

T



“Common sense and
human decency also
would have dictated some
mandated treatment for
the tormented Mr. Cho.
But the law put that out of
reach, as well. And here
we are…But it’s time for
the pendulum to swing
back to a more sensible
middle. That’s slowly
happening. The Treatment
Advocacy Center in
Arlington, Va., is leading
the way.” 

— Dallas Morning News,
April 18, 2007

“The Treatment Advocacy Center has been
the catalyst for many positive changes in
our laws and a shift in perception of the
importance of intervention. Their unique
advocacy is restoring balance between
individual freedom and caring coercion.” 

— Dr. Steven Sharfstein, former President of
the American Psychiatric Association 

If I weren’t committed and/or forced
to go into the hospital, I would be
dead. No doubt in my mind. I am
glad to know you are out there
working for the good of all involved
with mental illness.

— Diana Kern, Austin, Texas

“Keep up the good work.
As president of a local NAMI
affiliate … I receive phone
calls every week from people
seeking information and
support concerning an ill
family member. By far the
most frequent issue is trying
to get a psychotic person
to accept treatment BEFORE
harm is done. I now give
them information about TAC
and urge them to support
the organization…

— Alice Fitzcharles,
Media, Pennsylvania

www.TreatmentAdvocacyCenter.org

 


